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There are many signs that the 1990s will witness the fbnnatlon of
a newsocial structure In the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. The
structure’sprincipal foatures will be the following: amarketeconomy
with characteristically diverse forms ofownershipand theIr equality
(Including private ownership), free enterprise and competition,
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restructuring period. Attempts to use discontent and economicdliii-
culties as an excuse for martial law are possible. Zlgzags in the
transItionperiod, however, would not change the prevalent trend of
development toward a market economyand democracy,

Debatecontinues asto what methodsshould be adoptedto remedy
the Soviety economy. It Is very risky to liberalize prices on the



stateassets to stabilize thebanking system and Improvethe ban
condition of enterprises, establish a real exchange rate, and
Importcontrol. We must also compensate losses experiencedby Ii
income people during the transitionperiod. In myvIew,the integ
bf all these measures forms the basic preconditions for transltloi
a market-type econony.
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The o;an that Med ut md;~the
deficit by having recourse to empty loans from the enterprises can
be regarded as no more than self-delusion. The deficit may rise to
150 bIllion rubles bytheend of1990—and no feasible solutions have
been offered.
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at least part of it to the people. Everyone has a share In national
wealth. Not only Is it advIsable to thInk ofhow to transfer property
to everyone, but also It Is exactly now (as we pass over to a market
economy) that such a decision would be particularly meaningful.
People must have the right to sell their share ofproperty, mortgage
It, or to use It for obtainingcredit. This right to property Is Important
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spree as people rush to buy existing goods before the administered
rise In prices, Things should not be done this way; serious reforms
require thoughtful actions not hasty programs suchas thegovernment
has prepared. The government’s program Is simply not credible. A
government that comes to the ruins ofan economyand says, “Them Is
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leasing the land or transferringpossession to ~mlly and cooperative
burners, together with gradually reducing the obligatory deliveries
ofagricultural products tothestateand replacing that obligation with
a system offree trade.

Instead of taking resolute measures to control the money iuoolv
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A Comprehensive Reform Strategy
My one major disagreement with Bogomolov Is his recommenda-

lion for a gradual Industry-by-industry reform, beginning primarily
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2. Electorates are more sophisticated about the importance of
reform than most politicians believe.

3. ComprehensIve reform Is clearly easierthanpiecemeal reform.
4. EstablIsh credibility earlybychoosing the first reformmeasures

wisely, demonstrating that reform works.
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